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2 explain this scenario was illustrated in Time Magazine. According to it, Russia used the "two-out-of-three" access control mechanism to control their nuclear weapons in the early 1990. Three parties, the President, the Defense Minister and the Defense Ministry, were involved to execute this scheme.
Shamir's threshold secret sharing scheme [11] has been extensively studied in the literatures to solve the problem of secret sharing. The Shamir's threshold secret sharing scheme is information theoretic secure but it does not provide any security against cheating as it assumes that the dealer and shareholders are honest but it is not always possible. A misbehaving dealer can distribute inconsistent shares to the participants or misbehaving shareholders can submit fake shares during reconstruction. To prevent such malicious behavior of cheaters, we need a verifiable secret sharing scheme, first introduced in 1985 by Benny Chor et al [3] , through which the validity of shares distributed by the dealer are verified by shareholders without having any information about the secret. Initially, interactive verifiable secret sharing schemes were introduced but it requires interaction between the dealer and shareholders to verify the validity of shares and it imposes the enormous amount of extra overhead on the dealer, as it has to deal with a large number of shareholders. Later non-interactive verifiable secret sharing schemes were introduced to remove the extra overhead on the dealer, in which a share proves its own validity.
Existing approaches for verifiable secret sharing either verify the shares, distributed by a dealer or submitted by shareholders for secret reconstruction, or verify the reconstructed secret but not both. In order to verify shares, a dealer either transfers some additional information like check vectors or certificate vectors or it uses different encryption mechanisms. If existing verifiable secret sharing schemes are not using the check vectors or certificate vectors, security of such schemes depend on the intractability of computing hard to solve number theoretic problems in one way or another. If the scheme uses check vector or certificate vector then it increases an extra overhead on a dealer to compute and distribute that extra information among a large number of participants. In this paper, we use and extend the verifiable secret sharing approach to not only verify the validity of shares distributed by a dealer but to verify the shares submitted by shareholders for secret reconstruction, and to verify the reconstructed secret. Here, we use one way hash function and probabilistic homomorphic encryption function to prevent cheating done by a dealer or shareholders and to verify the reconstructed secret. We also assume a private communication channel between a dealer and each shareholder and broadcast channel among them in such a way that all participants receive the same broadcasted message.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The second section describes the related work to our topic verifiable secret sharing. In the third section, we explain preliminaries used throughout the paper. In the forth section, our proposed approach for verifiable secret sharing will be introduced and we will analyze it in the fifth section. Last section concludes the paper and references are at the end.
A SHORT SURVEY OF EXISTING SECRET SHARING SCHEMES
In a Shamir's secret sharing scheme [11] , a dealer D divides a secret S into n number of shares 1 2 , ,..., n S S S and distributes the shares among a set of n participants in such a way that for any threshold t , t or more shares are able to reconstruct an original secret back but less then that leaves S completely undetermined. Shamir's solution is information theoretic secure and does not rely on any unproven cryptographic assumption but it is not secure against cheating as it assumes that a dealer and shareholders are honest but it is not always possible.
The term verifiable secret sharing was first introduced by Benny Chor, et al. [3] to provide ability to an individual shareholder to verify his/her share distributed by a dealer. They proposed a constant round interactive verifiable secret sharing scheme and suggested a cryptographic solution, which is based on the intractability of factorization.
Then, Benaloh [4] proposed an interactive verifiable secret sharing scheme by using a homomorphism property and probabilistic encryption function. The scheme is only used to verify the shares distributed by the dealer but it does not verify, the shares submitted by shareholders for secret reconstruction and the reconstructed secret. Therefore, the scheme is only applicable in a situation where the shareholders are honest and the chance of accidentally submitting an erroneous share is zero. During the reconstruction, it assumes that the dealer is honest and reconstructs the secret correctly. In addition, the large number of encrypted shares of different polynomials increases the enormous amount of extra overhead on the dealer. As there are so much assumption about the honesty of a dealer and shareholders and the interactive nature of the scheme makes it infeasible to be used in a real world applications of secret sharing.
The first non-interactive verifiable secret sharing scheme was proposed by Paul Feldman [5] in which a share proves its own validity. The homomorphic relations exist between the values and their encryptions are utilized by the scheme but like other schemes, it has its own limitations. The scheme broadcasts an encrypted secret and so the security of the scheme depends on the hardness of inverting an encryption function. In addition, it does not verify the shares submitted by shareholders for secret reconstruction and it does not verify the reconstructed secret.
Recently published paper in verifiable secret sharing, proposed by Lein Harn and Changlu Lin [7] , utilizes the redundant shares to detect and identify the cheaters. In their scheme, they assume that a dealer is honest. In their approach, shareholders only try to verify the reconstructed secret by using the majority of secret mechanism. The scheme only detects and identifies the cheaters when more than the threshold number of shares are available and majority of them and more than the threshold number of shares are from the honest In 2008, Zhengjun Cao, et al. [2] proposed a scheme by using a hash function to verify the validity of the reconstructed secret. They have revisited the approach of Obana, et al. [8] , proposed at Asiacrypt'2006
and gave a more efficient solution to the problem of verifiable secret sharing. In their scheme, they can only verify the reconstructed secret. They assume that the dealer is honest and does not distribute any fake shares.
Also, the scheme assumes that the shareholders receive the correct shares of the secret without any exception.
At the end, the scheme is able to verify the reconstructed secret but if it is not correct then it cannot identify the faked shares and cheaters. In a real world, after the reconstruction of a secret, the secret is used to trigger some event or to perform some action and if it is not correct then it fails to do so. Therefore, we can verify the correctness of a secret at that time also, as we reconstruct the secret only when we need it. The scheme fails when the dealer or shareholders are not honest and intentionally or accidentally use fake shares during the secret sharing.
PRELIMINARIES

Definition of Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme
Divide some secret S into n pieces 1 2 , ,..., n S S S and distribute them among a set of n shareholders in such a way that for any threshold value t , the knowledge of any t or more i S pieces makes S easily computable but the knowledge of any t -1 or fewer i S pieces leaves S completely undetermined. Such a scheme is called a ( , ) t n -threshold secret sharing scheme [11] . Here, 1  i  n .
Probabilistic Encryption Functions
The encryption function used in our proposed approach is based on an idea of probabilistic encryption [5] [4]
[6] found in [6] . A deterministic encryption scheme always produces the same ciphertext for a given pair of plaintext and key and so cryptanalyst gets some information every time when he/she encrypts the plaintext.
Probabilistic encryption was invented to eliminate the information leakage with a public key cryptosystem.
The goal is to stop the cryptanalyst to extract any information about the plaintext from a corresponding ciphertext. In probabilistic encryption, an encryption algorithm each time generates a different ciphertext for a same pair of plaintext and key. If cryptanalyst has a plaintext, encryption key, encryption algorithm and ciphertext, he cannot be sure that the given ciphertext was the encryption of his plaintext or not. Trapdoor factors ( , ) p q of N must be needed to recover the original value S from its encrypted value.
Homomorphism Property and Homomorphic Encryption
Let, in any ( , ) t n -secret sharing scheme, I F is a function that reconstructs the secret S from any subset of t or more shares where I  {1, 2,…, n } and I t  , where t is a pre specified threshold value. ( , , ,..., ) and   '  '  '  '  '  1  2  3 ( , , ,..., )
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, Then we easily compute,
, , ,..., ,
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Homomorphism property implies that the compositions of shares of the secrets are shares of the composition of the secrets. Shamir's polynomial based ( , ) t n -secret sharing scheme is ( , )   -homomorphic and so the sum of shares of the secrets are shares of the sum of the secrets.
In homomorphic encryption, the homomorphism property provides the ability to perform computations on the ciphertext without decrypting it. can compare his encrypted share value with the encrypted value retrieved from the polynomial. This property is used in our scheme to verify that the shares are collectively t -consistent in such a way that every subset of the threshold number of shares can reconstruct the same secret.
One Way Hash Function
A one-way hash function [8] 
If this equation holds, the shareholder accepts his/her share as correct.
10. If all the shareholders find their shares correct, then only the dealing phase is completed successfully.
Dealer discards 1 2 1 , , ,..., t S a a a  and decryption key, the information needed to decrypt the encrypted values 11. Otherwise, it is up to the honest shareholders to decide whether it is the Dealer or the accuser that misbehaves. September 2 -4, 2010. PSG College of Technology, Peelamedu, Coimbatore.
Share Reconstruction Phase
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ANALYSIS OF OUR ALGORITHM
In our algorithm, we extend the Shamir's original threshold secret sharing scheme [11] to verify the shares and the secret. We choose the random polynomial in
 
GF p where the coefficients are also chosen randomly in   GF p . We set the secret as a constant term of the polynomial. Now, we can use the polynomial to generate the shares of a secret and distribute it among a set of shareholders. Up to this point, our scheme works same as Shamir's scheme [11] .
Here, one way hash function is used to produce a hash code for a secret as well as for shares, distributed among shareholders. A dealer maintains a public file for a hash code of each share as well as for a hash code of the secret. Here, we assume that the one way hash function is available to all the shareholders but its one way property ensures that it is infeasible to reconstruct the share from its hash code.
In our algorithm, each shareholder verifies his/her share by computing a hash code of the share and then comparing the hash code with the hash code available in the dealer's public file. If they are not equal then shareholder gets an assurance that the erroneous share is received or the malicious intruder has modified the original share distributed by the dealer and shareholder can contact a dealer for his correct share. If both the hash codes for a share, computed by a shareholder and available in a public file, are equal then each shareholder can check the consistency of his/her share using the probabilistic homomorphic encryption function. Dealer has transmitted the encrypted coefficients of a polynomial and the encryption function is probabilistic, and so each shareholder encrypts his/her share and compute the encrypted polynomial to verify his/her share. By using the homomorphic nature of an encryption function, the polynomial computed with an original values and then encrypted or the polynomial computed with encrypted coefficients and share, both are equal. Here the encrypted constant coefficient of the polynomial is our original secret, and so we can say that our share is generated from original secret and it is consistence with other shares generated from the same secret by a same polynomial. Now, each shareholder can obtain high confidence that he/she holds a valid share of the secret rather than a useless random number.
At the end of a share generation and distribution phase, a dealer discards the original secret, coefficients of the polynomial, and the share values that is distributed to different shareholders and the information needed to decrypt the encrypted values. Here, the decryption key is permanently removed so that nobody can ever decrypt those encrypted coefficients where the constant coefficient of the polynomial is our original secret.
After the end of this phase, each shareholder possesses a valid and consistent share of a secret.
During the reconstruction phase, each shareholder submits a share to the dealer and dealer verifies the share by computing the hash code for it and then comparing it with the hash code available in the public file. 
CONCLUSION
Despite the previously mentioned flaws with verifiable secret sharing, at least a heavily modified version was needed to use the secret sharing in a cryptographic key management. A novel approach for verifiable secret sharing is presented in this paper for a fair reconstruction of the secret. In our verifiable threshold secret sharing scheme, each shareholder verifies that the share comes from an honest dealer and it is not an erroneous piece or it is not modified by a malicious intruder. The shareholder also verifies consistency of a share by using the probabilistic homomorphic encryption function in such a way that each shareholder gets an assurance that the share is a valid piece of the secret and when clubbed with other t -1 shares, it will reconstruct the original secret back. During the reconstruction, the dealer verifies each share by using the one way hash function and accepts it if it is a valid share. If the dealer has more than a threshold number of shares available then he/she can reconstruct the original secret back. The reconstructed secret is verified by a dealer and shareholders by using a one way hash function. Our proposed scheme is used in a situation where the dealer and/or shareholders are not honest. We use it to detect and prevent the cheating as well as identify the cheaters and it can be used in a situation where the mutually suspicious participants should collaborate in a secure and reliable way. September 2 -4, 2010. PSG College of Technology, Peelamedu, Coimbatore.
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